JOEY

Smart. Refined. Collaborative.

Joey helps make your best work days happen because it provides you the flexibility to work in ways that best support your needs and gives your creativity room to stretch.

Transform collaborative, lounge and higher educational environments with the versatile, tailored style of the Joey Lounge System. The Joey system allows for endless configurations, ranging from group lounge spaces to energizing team pods.

Inspired by his youngest grandson Joey, W.R. Breen designed a gangable lounge system that personified Joey’s nature of team building and social interaction.
FEATURES

Joey’s upholstery features high-density, high resiliency foam over a hardwood plywood frame. The steel base is finished with a high-impact silver epoxy coat using an electrostatic application for corrosion resistance.

Joey Lounge System components are easily separated and combined for quick placement arrangements.

Optional USB Power and Standard Plug Port 1313EL available on sectional 1312.
ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 Certified
TB117-2013 compliant

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice.
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed.

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholssters with top quality materials.
Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at
www.nightingalechairs.com/en/textiles before final purchase
to get a more accurate representation of color. However due
to slight variations in dye lots, there can be slight color variations
to received product.
Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and
textures of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as
possible. However, we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due
to variations that occur in the printing process.